We study the binding energies, radii, single-particle energies, spin-orbit potential and density profile for multi-strange hypernuclei in the range of light mass to superheavy region within the relativistic mean field (RMF) theory. The stability of multi-strange hypernuclei as a function of introduced hyperons (Λ and Σ) is investigated. The neutron, lambda and sigma mean potentials are presented for light to superheavy hypernuclei. The inclusion of hyperons affects the nucleon, lambda and sigma spin-orbit potentials significantly. The bubble structure of nuclei and corresponding hypernuclei is studied. The nucleon and lambda halo structure are also investigated. A large class of bound multi-strange systems formed from the combination of nucleons and hyperons (n, p, Λ, Σ + and n, p, Λ, Σ − ) is suggested in the region of superheavy hypernuclei which might be stable against the strong decay. These multi-strange systems might be produced in heavy-ion reactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hypernuclei provide an opportunity to extend our knowledge from normal nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction to hyperon-nucleon (YN) and hyperon-hyperon (YY) interactions. Many of the single-and few doublelambda hypernuclei have been observed experimentally [1] [2] [3] [4] , which confirm the existence of S = -1 and -2 systems. Available experimental data is limited for S = -2 sector, and there is no further information for S ≥ -3 system. Due to complexity of YY scattering, the production of hypernuclei with strangeness beyond S > -2 is very difficult and not only this, ambiguities also exist in theoretical understanding. It is well known that the hyperon resides at the centre of the nucleus for most of the time, and only two hyperons with opposite spin can stay in sstate. Then further injected hyperons would be sat on p-state would have less binding in comparison to s-state and because of this the production of S ≥ -3 systems is difficult. It is obvious, with increasing the strength of strangeness, the hypernuclear physics becomes more complicated. Due to complication and importance of strangeness degree of freedom in bound as well as in infinite nuclear system, this subject has been draw an attention from last few decades .
The system containing a variety of multi-strange baryons has a unique feature to extend the knowledge on hypernuclear chart with strangeness of S ≥ -3 dimension. Many of the theoretical calculations on multistrange hadronic system have been made which explain the changes and effects occur on bound nuclear system due to injection of Λ hyperon [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] 45] . In early investigations within mean field, Rufa et al. suggested the * Electronic address: ikram@iopb.res.in † Electronic address: shailesh@iopb.res.in ‡ Electronic address: anisul@iucaa.ernet.in § Electronic address: patra@iopb.res.in stability of multi-lambda hypernuclei and also discussed the pure lambda matter and lambda droplets [45] . The calculations were performed by considering NN and ΛN interactions as a whole for describing the multi-strange system. Even though, they studied the multi-lambda hypernuclei but without including the YY interaction. And the work was limited for medium-heavy spherical nuclei. In present work, we make a complete study of multistrange hypernuclei within RMF formalism incorporating YY interaction over the periodic chart from light mass to superheavy nuclei by introducing Λ as well as Σ hyperons.
Informations gathered from multi-strange systems are quite useful for studying or simulating the structure of highly dense astrophysical objects. In such a system, there is a possibility of existence of bunch of lambdas which is heavier than nucleons. Not only this, the existence of all variety of hyperons alongwith nucleons is also possible inside the core of neutron star at extreme conditions. In addition to lambda, the production of sigma hypernuclei is more difficult because of Σ−hyperon has repulsive nature in nuclear matter with potential depth of 30 MeV. But the production of 4 Σ He [46, 47] , reflects that the many of others Σ−hypernuclei might be produced. The Λ and Σ − are appeared at high density around ten times of normal nuclear matter densities at saturation [55] . On the other way, as well as to search the Λ− and Σ−hypernuclei separately, it would be more interesting to look for the bound state of Λ and Σ with nucleons, where ΛN − ΣN coupling will play an important role for binding mechanism. In this context, the array of stable objects composed of n, p, Λ, Ξ 0 , Ξ − baryons with very high strangeness content and small net charge has been investigated in many Refs. [40] [41] [42] within the relativistic mean field model. Not only this, pure hyperonic bound system involving Λ, Ξ 0 , Ξ − hyperons with A ≥ 6 has also been suggested [41] . In current study, we search the bound class of multi-strange system by considering Λ, Σ + and Σ − as basic participants in ad-dition to nucleons. The possibilities of bound states of hyperons and nucleons (n, p, Λ, Σ + and n, p, Λ, Σ − ) are discussed in this paper in the mass range of superheavy region. It is to expect that the attractive nature of hyperon-hyperon interaction allows to form the bound class of multi-strange system as well as pure hyperonic matter [40] [41] [42] 48] . Various calculations have been performed to study the hyperonic system within the RMF with effective interactions [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . The strong strength of attractive YY interaction leads to the formation of a system having nucleons and hyperons or pure hyperonic matter inclusion of all hyperons such as Λ, Σ 0 , Σ + , Σ − , Ξ − and Ξ 0 at lower densities [55] . It has to be mention that, the presence of hyperons makes the EOS as softer, and the inclusion of strong YY interaction leads to a further softening of EOS [55] . Incorporation of YY interaction has an impact to study the bound system including hyperons as well as infinite nuclear matter system.
In present work, our motive is to analyze the bulk properties like, binding energies, radii, single-particle energies, spin-orbit potential and density profile for multi-Λ as well as multi-Σ hypernuclei by continuous injection of hyperons with replacing neutrons. The stability of multistrange system as a function of introduced hyperons from light mass to superheavy region is discussed. The neutron, lambda and sigma mean potentials are investigated for light to superheavy hypernuclei. Nucleon, lambda and sigma spin-orbit potentials are also displayed for different cases of injected hyperons. The bubble structure of nuclei and their disappearance by injection of Λ's is studied. On viewing the density profile, the nucleon and lambda halo nature are reported. The bound class of strange and nonstrange baryons (n, p, Λ, Σ + and n, p, Λ, Σ − ) in the mass range of superheavy hypernuclei is predicted which might be produced in heavy ion reactions. The paper is organized as follow: the formalism of RMF model including YY interaction is given in section 2. The results are displayed in section 3. Paper is summarized in section 4.
II. FORMALISM
The structural properties of nuclei are described within the framework of effective mean field interactions in relativistic and non-relativistic approach. RMF model takes care the spin-orbit interaction naturally and produces quite remarkable result over the whole periodic table including superheavy region [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] . However, the results produced by original Walecka model was enough qualitatively, but there had some modification by Boguta and Bodmer to match the results with experimental data in quantitative way [69, 70] . This implies that, for a better understanding of nuclear structure studies, it is imperative to include all the possible interactions which affect all the physical observables are being to be calculated. To find the results in quantitative way, we include the σ * and φ mesons which simulate the hyperon-hyperon interaction. Both relativistic (RMF) and non-relativistic (SHF) mean field approaches have been played an interesting as well as successful role in order to explore the hypernuclear systems [37, 45, 56, 57] . The extension towards multi-strange system has been well investigated within RMF however, no experimental data is available for such a high strange system of new kinds as discussed in Refs. [37, 40, 41, 45] . The Lagrangian density for multi-strange hypernuclei is discussed in Refs. [40, 58] . Here, we write the Lagrangian density for multi-strange hypernuclei as given below:
because of Λ is neutral and isoscalar
here ψ and ψ Y denote the Dirac spinors for nucleon and hyperon, whose masses are M and m Y , respectively. The quantities m σ , m ω , m ρ are the masses for σ−, ω− ρ− mesons. The field for the σ−meson is denoted by σ, ω−meson by V µ , ρ−meson by R µ . The quantities g s , g ω , g ρ , and e 2 /4π=1/137 are the coupling constants for σ−, ω−, ρ− and photon fields, respectively. We have g 2 and g 3 self-interaction coupling constants for σ−mesons. The hyperon-meson coupling constant for strange and non-strange mesons are expressed by g σY , g ωY , g σ * Y and g φY . The field tensors of the vector, isovector mesons and of the electromagnetic field are given by
The classical variational principle is used to solve the Lagrangian and field equations for hypernuclei are obtained. The Dirac equation with potential terms for the nucleon is
where S(r) is the scalar potential of nucleon written as
and V(r) represents the vector potential of nucleon given as
where subscript i = n, p in wavefunction denotes the neutron and proton, respectively. The Dirac equation for Λ−hyperon is
where S Λ (r) is the scalar potential of Λ−hyperon given as
and V Λ (r) represents the vector potential of Λ−hyperon written as
The Dirac equation for Σ−hyperon is
where S Σ (r) is the scalar potential of Σ−hyperon given as
and V Σ (r) represents the vector potential of Σ−hyperon written as
The Klein-Gordon equations for mesons and Coulomb fields are 
The vector density ρ 3 (r) for ρ-field and charge density ρ c (r) for photon field are expressed by
The various rms radii are defined as
for proton, neutron, matter, lambda and sigma rms radii, respectively and ρ p , ρ n , ρ, ρ Λ and ρ Σ are their corresponding densities. The charge rms radius can be found from the proton rms radius using the relation r ch = r 2 p + 0.64 by taking into consideration the finite size of the proton. The total energy of the system is given by
where
is the sum of the single particle energies of nucleons (N) and hyperons (Y=Λ, Σ). The other contributions E σ , E ω , E ρ , E σ * , E φ , E c , E pair and E cm are from meson fields, Coulomb field, pairing energy and the center-of-mass energy, respectively. For present study, we use NL3* nucleon parameter set through out the calculations [71] , which produces a good description of nuclear matter as well as finite nuclei including superheavy region [64, 65, 68] .
We adopt the relative σ and ω coupling to find the numerical values of hyperon-meson coupling constants. The ratio of meson-hyperon coupling to nucleon-meson coupling is defined by
The relative coupling R σ , R ω for Λ and Σ are adopted from Ref. [72] . For mesonhyperon couplings, the naive quark model values are used for vector coupling constants. To incorporate the hyperon-hyperon interaction into the calculation, the relative coupling R σ * , R φ are taken from Refs. [40, 58, 73] . Here, we consider the coupling strength of sigma-sigma interaction same as lambda-lambda interaction as like as used by Yang, Shen [74] and Miyazaki [75] . That is, g φΛ = g φΣ = − √ 2 3 g ω from naive quark model and g σ * Λ = g σ * Σ = 0.69 from Ref. [40] . In present calculations, to take care of pairing interaction the constant gap BCS approximation is used and the centre of mass correction is included by the formula E cm = −(3/4)41A −1/3 . 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Binding energies and radii
The stability of multi-strange hypernuclei has been studied by introducing the lambda as well as sigma hyperon by replacing the neutrons. Total and single particle energies for single-Λ and Σ hypernuclei are listed in the Tables I, II, III. Total (r t ), charge (r ch ), neutron (r n ) and hyperon (r Y ) radii are also framed in these tables. The single particle energies for s-and p-states are compared with existing data for single−Λ hypernuclei. To check the stability of bound system with high strangeness in respect of injected hyperons, the binding energy per par- nΛ 120, goes to 51. These numbers of lambda hyperons form a multi-strange bound system having maximum stability. Not only lambda, we also look for the stability of multi-sigma hypernuclei. In case of Σ + , the maximum stability comes forward in comparison to Λ and Σ − hypernuclei. Because it has a repulsive sigma potential as well as enhance the repulsive Coulomb potential due to its positive charge and as a result the binding of multi-Σ + hypernuclei is less. Due to attractive Coulomb potential between Σ − and proton, the maximum stability for multi-Σ − hypernuclei is extended. For example, injection of 51 Λ's provide the maximum stability for 304 nΛ 120 and 38 Σ's for 304 nΣ + 120 while for this nuclei the number of injected Σ − 's are 70 which produce the maximum stability. By reducing the number of neutrons of nuclei, the neutron radius gradually decreases. On contrary to this, and obviously the lambda, sigma radius increases with increasing the numbers of substituted hyperons (Λ, Σ + , Σ − ). In some cases, the hyperon radius drastically increases by addition of hyperons, for example, in nY Ni and so on. This behaviour of radii can be explained by internal shell structure by means of single particle energy levels. The total radius of the hypernuclei initially decreases and after certain limit it goes to increase. This behaviour of r t indicates that, by addition of hyperons the size of hypernucleus goes to shrink up to a certain limit and then extend the size.
B. Density profile and single particle energies
The nucleon distribution can be explained by density profile which has gross information about the structure of the nucleus. Many of the bulk properties like binding energies, radii, single particle energies and density profile are affected by continuous injection of hyperons. In this regard, we plot the lambda and nucleon density distribution for some light and superheavy hypernuclei as shown in Fig. 8 . The nucleon and lambda density distributions are changed by addition of lambdas to normal nuclei. The magnitude of lambda density increases due to increasing number of lambdas. By viewing the density profile, one can examine the most interesting feature of nuclei i.e. bubble structure, which is the measure of depletion of central density. Anomalous behavior of density distribution is observed for bubble nucleus. It shows a dip at the center and a hump nearby to it following a slow decreasing in density to zero at the surface. Some of the interesting examples of bubble nuclei in superheavy region are 286 114, 292 120, 304 120 as reported in Ref. [77] .
The existence of bubble structure other than the spherical was first suggested by Wheeler [78] and extensively studied by Wilson [79] however, later by Siemens and Bethe [80] . The explanation on occurrence of bubble nuclei have been made using several models like, independent particle and Hartree-Fock Model [81, 82] . One of the interesting thing in this context is, it is not confined to a particular region but have the possibility for light mass to superheavy region. One may expect that, the mechanism behind the formation of bubble structure is the depopulation of s levels and as a result due to less bound lower s levels the radius increases and subsequently, central part of density decreases [83, 84] . The bubble and semi-bubble structure for superheavy and hyperheavy mass region have been reported in Refs. [83, 85] . Not only depopulation of s-levels is responsible to make the hollow of central region but this may also be interpreted by s-d orbital inversion as discussed by Zhao et al. and E Khan et al. [86, 87] . In quantitative way, the amount of bubble effect can be measured by calculating depletion fraction (DF) using the relation [86, 87] ;
where ρ max , ρ cen represent the maximum and central density, respectively and α denotes the neutron and proton. Not only syperheavy but some medium-heavy nuclei also have a good amount of depletion fraction as tabulated in Table IV . The depletion of central density is decreased or completely reduced by injection of hyperons to normal nuclei as shown in Fig. 7 fects the DF partially or completely and as a result the amount of DF becomes very small or zero. In the same time, the magnitude of nucleon density decreases because of decreasing number of neutrons. For example, for 46 Ar, the DF is 36 and this amount becomes zero by injection of 2 or more lambdas to the core nucleus. This happens because of lambda particle resides at the centre of the nucleus and attracts the surrounding nucleon towards the centre and as a result central density becomes high and the hollow part of the centre is filled by partially or completely. This is one of the most important implication of hyperon to nuclei for removing the bubble nature of nuclei.
The other prospects of density profile is to analyze the halo nature of nucleon and lambda. It is one of the interesting character of the nuclei which makes differ from the normal nuclei. The halo nuclei has slowly decaying exponential tails extending beyond the size of the nucleus. To examine the halo nature of nucleon and Λ hyperon, we plot the density in logarithm scale. The halo nature is identified by wide space extension of density distribution. It is evident from Fig. 9 that the + and Σ − ) with replacing neutrons. Solid lines with red, black and blue color represent the 1s 1/2 level for neutron, proton and hyperon, respectively. The higher neutron (2f 7/2 ), proton (1h 11/2 ) and hyperon (1p 3/2 ) levels are represented by dashed line with red, black and blue color, respectively. Fig. 9 . In general, the addition of excessive lambdas corresponding to nuclei exhibit the neutron and lambda halo nature. The reason is simple, the majority of lambda hyperons push out the nucleon towards periphery and formed nucleon halo. The successive ad- dition of hyperons by replacing the neutrons provide the deep binding of neutrons due to the symmetry energy. Because of successive addition of Λ to the nuclei the Λ separation energy reduces and weak binding of hyperon levels leads to the halo nature of hyperon as discussed in Ref. [88] . The Λ density is found to be maximum near the center from where it pushes the nucleons towards the low density regions both at the periphery and at the center. And due to this, the bubble structure is disappeared partially or completely and also Λ and nucleon halo structure is seen.
Any kinds of change in a system is directly reflected from the single particle energy levels. To analyze the impact of hyperon on single particle energy levels, we plot the first and some higher filled neutron, proton and hyperon (Λ, Σ + , Σ − ) levels as a function of substituted hyperons for superheavy region. In case of lambda hypernuclei, the first filled neutron level goes deeper and first proton level also feels the attraction. By decreasing the number of neutrons (injection of hyperons) the impact of Coulomb repulsion becomes higher and the upper proton level goes to unbound. The deep binding of neutron level is because of decresing in symmetry energy due to substitution of neutron by Λ as discussed in Ref. [89] . For Σ + case, the attraction is less and Coulomb repulsion becomes high enough because of positive charge of Σ + hyperon. On the other hand, due to Σ − hyperons the proton as well as neutron levels feel more bound. Here in this case, the proton levels are bound enough than their neutron levels as shown in Fig. 10 . The lambda energy levels feel to be constant or mild attractive with the function of injected lambdas. On contrary to this, the sigma levels go towards less binding which is clearly reflected from Fig. 10 .
C. Spin-orbit and mean potentials
In order to investigate the structural properties of nuclei, the spin-orbit interaction plays a significant role to produce the results in quantitative way. It is the beauty of RMF in which the spin-orbit splitting develops nat-urally by the exchange of scalar and vector mesons and this is not limited only for nuclei but exists in hypernuclei also [90] [91] [92] . However, the spin-orbit potential in hypernuclei is weaker than their normal nuclear case as demonstrated in Refs. [73, 93, 94] . It is clearly shown in Figs. 11, 12 that the spin-orbit potential for hyperon is weaker than their normal counter parts and these results are consistent with existing predictions [73, 93, 94] . In this work, we study the spin-orbit potential for nucleons (V Fig. 13 for light to superheavy hypernuclei. The mean potential depth of lambda and sigma is found to be 30 MeV, which is in agreement of existing calculations [73] . The neutron potential depth for light hypernuclei lies approx 80 MeV, which reduces to around 64 MeV for superheavy hypernuclei. The shape of hyperon potential looks like to be same as neutron potential but only the amount of depth is different. It is to be notice that the neutron potential looks like as V-shape type and shows the maximum depth around 78 MeV at r=4 fm, while this amount of depth is reduced to around 65 MeV at r=0 fm. This is an indication of relatively low concentration of the particles at central region (r=0) which is the direct consequence of formation of bubble structure.
D. Possible bound states of multi-strange systems
The extension towards the systems of large strangeness has firstly been investigated in Refs. [40] [41] [42] 45] . Some of the theoretical calculations have been made and suggested the bound class of objects composed of neutrons, protons, Λ's and Ξ's for light-medium nuclei [40, 41] . In this context, we deal the multi-strange system with other heavy hyperon. The systems of high strangeness developed by addition of Λ's have more bound nature than their normal nuclear counter parts. As we have seen in Figs. 1−6 , where the BE/A increases for a certain limit of lambda particle and shows the maximum stability for a particular system. Here, we try to suggest the stable systems having more heavier hyperons including lambdas for example, Σ + and Σ − . In this connection, we examine some combinations of n, p, Λ, Σ + and n, p, Λ, Σ − in the range of superheavy nuclei by two ways. In first one, we add the hyperons with replacing neutrons by staying the mass number as constant as shown in upper part of Fig. 14 while in second one, we add the hyperons in ordinary nuclei with increasing mass number and as a result the bound system with high strangeness is suggested. We frame the bound state in such a way that after getting the maximum stability by addition of Λ's, the Σ + and Σ 
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It is really true that, the RMF produces quite excellent result not only for normal nuclei but hypernuclei also. We demonstrate the various physical properties of hypernuclei within the RMF and also see the effects of successive addition of hyperons to nuclear bound system. In which, we expose how does the binding energies, radii, density and single particle energies are affected by continuous injection of hyperons (Λ, Σ + , Σ − ). In this paper, we study the bulk properties as well as check the stability of hypernuclei within the RMF for a wide spectrum from light mass to superheavy region. We investigate the binding energies, radii and single particle energies as a function of successive added Λ's, Σ + 's and Σ − 's. The stability of multi-strange hypernuclei is investigated as a function of added hyperons from light mass to superheavy region. A variation in achieving the maximum stability for a particular system is observed for injection of different kinds of hyperons. The study of bubble structure of the nuclei and the disappearance of bubble nature by addition of hyperons to normal nuclei is presented. The amount of depletion fraction of the nuclei is reduced by successive addition of hyperons. Removing the bubble structure of nuclei by injection of lambdas is an important implication of strange baryons to ordinary nuclei. The nucleon and hyperon halo structure is also investigated. The study of single-particle energy levels of Λ, Σ + and Σ − hypernuclei is presented. It is obsrved that the inclusion of hyperons affects the nucleon and hyperon spin-orbit potential significantly. The neutron and hyperon (Λ, Σ + , Σ − ) mean potentials are also displayed. The bound class of n, p, Λ, Σ + and n, p, Λ, Σ − are suggested within the RMF. The addition of lambda obviously increase the stability of the system but further addition of sigma hyperons leads to more stable system with increasing binding. The combinations of hyperons with nucleons for a particular system are suggested which will form the bound system with high strangeness and might be produced in heavy-ion reactions. The investi-gation on hypernuclei with high strangeness is quite welcome because these type of system might be produced in high-energy heavy ion reactions near the future. These types of study of hypernuclei with multiple strangeness will provide us a basic input for neutron as well as hyperon star studies, which are the body of current interest.
